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,
An historical ,analysis of state subventions for local school dis-

tricts reveala. Eilmostpuniversal support fOr current operating expenses

but a leet or non-sharing stance with respect to capital outlay and

ipdebtedness expenditures. The most persistent rationale for the

exclusion of capital outlay and indebtedness expenditures from state

support programs has been that such expenditures fluctuate in accord-

ance with local preferences and demar.ds; therefore, the argument con-

tinues, the state should not use its tax dollars to support locally

preferred expensive buildings and_euipment. Capital outlay expendi-

tures, except perhaps for replacemeats, has been and continues to be

ignored in the state support formulae of many states to date.

It is doubtful whether the exclusion of capital outlay from state

subventions to local school districts could stand the constitutional of
"a

A

statutory test in 'state courts. Under a rigorous test of equal educe-
*

tional opportunity and/or fiscal neutrality, states without provisions

for supporting capital outlay expenditur4s likely would be fouAd

violat/on, particularly since there are alternative approaches for
2

treating-cwrrtat ou4s5 expenditures whichiill satisfy the'legal

queitoriTReciognihst argumen for

capital outlay are archaic, and that recent legai'prIncinles also may

*A paper prepared for and under the auspices of the Institute for
Educational Finance, Gainesville, Fldrida.
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apply to capital outlay, have prompted a number of states to make;;

provisions for capital outlay in their aid programs in recent_years.

If states pay more than token attention to the problem, eluali4 1 \

of educational opportunity requires that they provide _each child equip_,

access to an educational program designed to meet the,child's needs.

Special and vocational education programs are not exceptions to this

principle. That these two particular types of educational programs

happen to require more capital investment than most'regular education

programs, does not imply that the state ignore such costs. It is

assumed in this paper that there is a certain segmene 6f the K-12 student

population which needs and can profit from vocational-programs, and

therefore, such programs are nece3aary in the public schools.

This paper is a discussion of alternative state approaches to

aiding and costing capital outlay programs, particularly equipment

purchases for vocational prog_ral, c; the share equipment costs is

of total costs tcnds to be hi;;:.e r vccetionzl programs. The paper

will include a discussion of Lunh topics as the magnitude of capital

outlay expenditures, current mate practices, theoretical and practical

aspects of alternitive state fuildit; approaches, and in particular, a

discussion of the effects of ivc1.;J.ig equipment depreciation costs in

program cost differentials.

The kagnitede of Capital Outlay
and Equivment 2xperglitures

Capital outlay expenditures in the public schools yety consider-

ably among school districts and states. School Management reported

that capital outlay.expenditures in its 1973-74 survey of a sample

3
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of school districts averaged $46.53 per pupi4in average daily

attetuiance-orapproximapreAnt_ ofot_ependitures.
1

_net curr

It hailbeen estimated that, approximately 10-15 percent of capital

outlay.;sosts....ate.4.1or-eq_uipment, with.thebalance40,144;the-P-
..

c ase of. transportation vehicles (2 percent), facilities (68-78 per-
,

cent), and land (10-15 percent), with the variation depending on the

level of education, type of program and local prices., Approximately

4.9 billion dollars was spent for capital outlay programs in the pub-
.

lic schools in 1973-74, up 12 percent over&1972-73.
2 Thepoblem

widh these data is that inconsistent reporting and non-standardized

accounting procedures may result in inaccuracies, depending on how

capital outlay is defined. Are Cx,,,eNdLtures for new buildings,

renovations, rawdeling, now eviuipment, equipment replacements and

;epair included in the Calculation of capital outlay? Not likely,

yet all of the above result I.: EI:le.Lionsto or alterations in the

fixed assets of a school ddistl'Ict.

Another aspect of identif}ing t:apital outlay costs is related

to'the fact that many school districts choose to finance their

capital acquisitions over the 1Dng term while others purchase fixed

assets with current revenue. As these twQ approaches result-in,
,

different expenditure report ng ami accounting procedures, it tends

to blur the capital outlay burden Dicture. Still another diffi-

culty is that program accounting is virtually non-existent in most

' school districts, therefore, stan,:azd.accOnting procedures fo

facility and equipment expenditures by ptogram needs to be insti Cited

before 4 more accurate picture of such costs can be-obtained. A

Je'

4
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'reffiort of thq study of South Dakota's financing arrangements said

=Feat:4*W
I

lIttion are collected systematically on a program by program

axis,"it vi12 1)e-iii tteciret:45-iltolitda-'-a-diquate -funding - --

tor special educational programs which will,meet the
varying needs of pupils who attend the public schools.

McClure and Pence, in their study of early childhood and tic

elementary and secondary education, shed some light on capital out-

lay costs. They estimated the annual depreciation costs (assuming

a 35 year expected life) for fixed assets at $140/pupil/year at

1969 ptices, which was 16.4 percent of'average current expenditures

in grades 1- 12.4,. McClure and Pence found that the average percent-
.

4 \
age of total current\expenditures allocated to Vocational- technical

programs was 1.7 percent to cities, 1.1 perceht for, suburbs and 2.0

to 3.6 percent for independent districts.

Keene assumed a ten year depreoiation schedule for all occupet7

tional equipment used int-Florida community juntorcolleges,"which

added.17.6 percent to the cost of occupational pr4rams compared to

a general liberal arts/curriculum.
6

Fowler found the additional

expense for post- sondary occupational programs varied substantially

among schools and programs when equipment amortizationEachedulei."

were applied.
7
IrNursing program coots ranged from 2 to 9 percent

above regular program operating costs; electronic programs from 8

to 19 percent above; data processing from 6 to 22 percent above; and

auto mechanics from 5 to 20 percent above regular operating c sti:.

Fowler found that the additional cost range was a function of ether

equipment was donated, purchased, leased-or obtained from surplus
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1

property. Another vagary which caused fluctuation* in the additional

costs of data processing programs was whether data processidg equip-

-ment was used for_teaching and record keeping.

.

C.

/

Provisicia-F1Z4Sfite shieuivo
Capital'Outlay Expenditures

The approaches used by states to share in the capital outlay.

costa of school districts are as varied as the number of states

.which share in such costs. California includes capital outlay costs

for vocational program:6Ln its determination of state support.
7

Colorado includes the costs of purchasing, leasing or rental of in-

structional equipment (including vocational equipment), and repairs

and maintenance of instructional equipment in its state support pro-

gram.
9

Illinois provides for the ex'cess cost of construction and

equipa.nt, including vocational education prog dMs.
10*

Michigan

includes maintenance,.repair'and initial purchase costs of vocational

instructional equipment in its state support program.
11

Ohio's

support plan includes provisions for costs on equipment (vocational

and laboratory). Vocational and iaboratory,equipment are amortized

40
over aapecified period of time so es not tre#lect an unusually

7
,high expenditure for a particulaeprogyam.

12
Tennessee includes the

,

a
costs' of minor equipment, in calculating total vocational,education

Pr

costs.
13

Texas allows costs up to 10.percent of the replacement value

of equipment and 7 percent of the replacement value of facilities.
14

Utah includes total,expenditures for both new and replacement equip-

want in its state support program.
.15

Maryla-nd initiated lull state
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funding of capital outlay expenditutes in 1.471.
16

Action taken

by the Wisconsin Begislaturd in 1973'allOws, for the first time, in

that state's history, up to $100 per pupit4in averaitdaily membership-

for current capital outlay aktndebtednesi,expenditurestnte included

in its cost sharing program with local school districts.
17#,

A study in".1968-69 reported that 25 of 50 states allocated funds

fOr either construction and/or debt service, 3 of 25 states shared in.

capital outlay expenditures in excess of the SO percent level, while

9 of the 25 supported such programs at less than the 25 percent level.
18

Vocational Education Program Cost Differentials

Cost differential studies of vocational educationprograms have

resulted in reports of varying excess costs which may be attributed

to vocational programs as cot red to regular education programs.
19

ss

Secondary vochtiocal program coA, differentials reported in a Florida
V

ltddy ranged from 1.52 for.dx..;*tvibutive ednpatioli programs to 2.91 for

.

technical education programs. Cost differentials for secondary''

vocational programAirarzed from 1.39 `for business education programs

to 2.13 for agricultural pr gtams in Kentucky.
21

the following'

ranges oftreasorible.costo iffercntials for selected vocational educa-'

tion rograms have been reported,.
22

4

Grades 3 8 Loo-

Business Education.:, 1.40 - 1.80

Distributive Education 1,40 - 1.50

Trades nd Industries

Health Occupations 1.0 - 2.70

Agriculture 1.60 2.60

Home Economics 1.40 - 1.70

7

no"
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A recent study of cost differentials for Florida vocational 1

prograins_thaudeta
outlay; debt service, food services and transportftion but includ-

23
___ing,....rentet:and_rep.lacemeat.Jof ,a4uipment),....., -Since inadequ to aicount-_

ing records for fixed assets inFlorida precluded treatment'of capital .

outlay depreciation and since there are separate provisions for capital

outlay financing in Florida, these costs were excluded from cost

differentials. The study sampled 24 counties and over 400 vocational-

technical courses. The unweighted means approach resulted in a range c,

of cost diffeientials. from 1.09. for Category VI-vocational education

courses to 1.97 'or Category I courses.

It has been assumed until recent studies that unless there is'

evidence to the contrary, many ca3ts (mostly indirect costs) may be

applied equally to all, programs regardless of the unique character-
.

tittles of special programs. NEFP Special Study No. Two on Exceptional'

Children programs ted general capital outlay anddebt service as
Or

a constant over all pr gram, thus-, such costs werle.the same for

24
regular and special educption programs. However, the study did

attempt to allocate spec I equipment and special oonstruction' costa

ti) specific programs. The problem was thee. school, districts Aid.

,hot'keep adequate records on aPecial equipment costs and.tenipd mot
io

to report them. This procedure likely overestimated the baiC4ost

of regular education programs and underestimated certain spacial edu-

;;

cation program cbtts oh tended to be facility and equippiont inten-
ci

i / `''.?
, .

," ' siv(s, i.e., programs for the deaf. Bentley 'found that ;ne Af the
1 ;. ..

P
p

i 1

'factors-that contributed most significantly to copt differentials
; 0

8y

t

1
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of special education programs was expen-itures

and equipment.25

or instructional' supplies

Reasons for Hon-SUpppit___
and Arguments Favoring

--S_tato Support of_Capital Outlay

An ideal educational program structure would be'one that !effects

disciete program delivery systems,yet not so detailed as to be

costly and urianageable. There is little 'doubt that.the quality

of facilities and equipment available to suppoit education affects

the quality of education offered to the child. The absence or lack
ti

of Appropriate instructional equipment in vocational programs,. for

example, mty actually have pernicious effects and be a negativeGcoit

to society which might not exist isf the vocational program were non-

eltistent. *straining or unlearning Oftinippropriate skills may be

necessary if the student has been inculcated with oufdited skills r

trained on inadequate equipment.

Wattenbarger suggested that sound characteristica for 4 scpeng

Geste and local partnership wil include.adequate provisions for

eapttal outlay and local.access to borrowing funds for capital outlay,

. The fallowing have been suggested as reasons for thesOirsity of

eapttal outlay' expenditure data on specific educational programs.

1. Methods of acquiring equipment for instructioafl
purposes is varied and accounted fola different
ways. Equipment may be rented or le sed which
is generally reported as a current expense. Oa
the other hand, purchasedrequipment is treated as .

capitol outlay and may or may not be included,in the
caliulation of the cost differential. Varied
practices such as the abo e tend to distort the

i
cost differential, theref re, the tendenCyje to "

ignore euchests or spfea equipment costs over
all programs, which hat the effect ofoinderstating
the cost differential.,,_

. 9

26
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2. Local school' districts in most states
required' to keep .up -to -date records o

except-for-some-federal-progra
profit and loss accoUnti in ublic

private sector.

have not been
equipment

-s-ti

schools, nor
eltrya.

3. Fixed asset accounting for the purpose o establishing
insurance values does toot result in the lame asset

values needed in depreciation schedules,"thereforet
most records of this nature are inappropriate for
,assigning capital asset costs to programs.

4. The inability to establish a value on used equipment,
donated equipment or equipment purchased ae, surplus
has distouraged school districts-from making an_effort
to establish yearly lepreciation\coits.

5. There is` disagreement among experts as to appropriate
depreciation schedules for instructional equipment.
Establishing depreciation schedules for each program
-and eacfi piece of equipment is an expensive and time
consuming task.

6. Apportioning indirect and direct costs rela?ed

to equipment acquisitions has not been necessary
heretofore, as the emphasis on program costs,
cost-benefit analysis, and cost-effectiveness
studies did noe'exist.

4

Arguments for 'the proper accounting, of capital are extended

here to reveal more recent thinking 9 the subject. Those proponNts
.

of, the state support of Capital outlay'costs and accounting for

such costs by programf would propose the following:

,
I Unless capital outlay program costs are treated

separately in state support programs, it Is near
epsary to include such costs in educational pro- '

gram cost ._ ferentials as a part of general

L/

state sub e tions. 'Otherwise, local school dis-
tricti mu assume.the entire burden of capital '

outlay posts and support of facility and equipment
investments becomes a, function of local preferences,

.

and local ability to pay, which violates the ,

"principle of fiscal neutrality..

2. Research in cost-benefit and-cost- effectiveness

' necessitates the estafAisgant of true colisfor
each program. Program cost accounting which
cludes the appropriate assignment of sset

4

t.
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by program is critical to the Attainment of accur-
ate benefit anA_cffectiveness ratios-

_

3. Local school district programs are often supported
y pr va e an governments grants. Fixed asset
accounting is necessary for allocating direct and__
indirect costs to programs and for computing over-
head rates for grants. Furthermore, failure to
consider some form_of depreciation or capital out-
lay costs as part of a service rendered will pro-
duce an underestimated figure in comparison to the
costs of similar services provided by the private
sector under contractual arrangements.

4. The argument that equipment depreciation schedules
cannot readily be established for educational equip-
ment is ignoring the fact that private busi9ess has
done it with some spccess.

4C,
. 5. The physical environment' and learning conditions in

education are most important next to qualified per-
sonnel. Failure to consider adequate facilities and
equipment, in state support plans and failure to
account for these costs leaves these conditions to
the vagaries of local demand and local ability to pay.
Learning environments cannot be left entirely to
inconsistent local preferences..

Alternative State Support Provisions
For Local Equipment Expenditures"

The purpose here is to discuasoalternative arrangements by .

which states can support local enditures for capital outlay.

Althoughthe discussion will cente ,on equipment assets,mUch of the

discussion may be applied to facility improvements or

Whether a state has full state funding, poWerAualiting grants,

equalization grants (weighted or unweighted), or.ft-guiranteed

A
valUation'support program, it must, ult rely decide, on the basis

by which it will support cap outlay or,equipment costs. Even

state assumption of local education coats implies Sccounting

foi-iqUipment expenditures-- perhaps with depreciation schedules.
4

.

11



Funding-Approved-PrograM;

The±state-funding-of-approved-programs-would-seem-to-have_the

following implications-end-consequences.

1. Establishment and approval of local programs suggests
that a working partnership and agreement exists between
the state and local districts.

2. Approval of programs and program costs requires that a
specified state authority or agency must Make judgments
regarding:

a. The establishment of a program.
4111k

b. Appropriate staff-pupil ratios (a range), space needs,
equipment needs, and pupil-contact hours.

N
3. Basing state suppott on approved programs impli es that the

local district must:

a. Establish ;the need for the program.

6. Formulate and present- a plan'for meeting facility

and equipment needs.

c. darantee and justify the ability of the local unit

to conduct the program. 40. .

'4. One procedure a designated state authority can.use is
to.study the best programs in' the state, using the results
as a basis for establishing state program standards. Such

a procedure would suggest:

,\

a. The need for a panel of experts- .to identify superior

programs:

b. An intensive research ort to identify the appro-

priate mix of resources or each program, ise:, space, 7--
: staffing, equipment,ob ectives, contact hours, etc.

.

1,...
,---,

..k,

.

.

5. The identificatiOnof a stantiatdccoit per program
_

(Stable.

\v, sv . iiom:year ,to xesr) would not be advisable, as staffing,

.:. facilay,, and :equipment prices fluctuate. among and within'
d)

.
states. 'In addition, some states (including Florida)

4 buil&Tegionii price variations, into the cost differen-

- .. tials.0 aid formulae.
.0 '"

4;...?*

0
Using the approved program approidh'Would erode local

,
. ,decision making:aid might discourage innovative or unusual '2-

. :: i

V

0
, 12
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programs, unless exceptions are specifically provided for
in state legislation and/or pol-icie. Provisions for .

local add-ons should be allowed on the basis of local
proposals that relate need and jusitifidation.

The approved progr#m system should provide forlmth
emergency and long-range needs.

8. The approved program concept is likely to be more complex,
require additional bureaucraiy, and require higher state
administrative costs than the open-ended program approach.
Op the other hand, the-approved program concept should
mean a more uniform system of local programs, less waste and

inefficiency, a more viable means of evaluating and assess-
ing local programs and a more uniform system of generating
and gathering lodal cost data. Whether the benefits
derived are greater than the assumed costs of this system
was not assessed empiiically for this'discussion. A cost-

ir benefit study of the approved program concept should help
answer this question.

Funding Open - Ended. Programs

The approach for funding open-ended local programs suggests

that local districts would be periitted to offer and finance any

program deemed necessary and report costs to the-state. FUnding

open7nded programs might have the following characteristics and,.

,consequences.

Le Local preferences and decisions (local control) would be

c' deemed more. desirable than state instituted program
standards and guidelines from a purely local perspective.

2. State support of local programs might be wasting dollars
on a duplication of programs'and facilities, inefficient
programs, or excessive local preferences.:

3. This support' system would not need the research or studies
required to setltrogram standards and would avoid the ,

administrative costs necessary to assess and approve local

programs.

4. The ability of local units to make lotig-4ange program
and budget plans would seem to he epkvaced if there is
an absence of state enforced standaiN and guidelines.,

13
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5. Funding open-ended local programs could cause,some
distortions in educational programs which might be
inconsistent with personnel needs in. the state'. For

example, the continued training of auto mechanics may
be contrary to the state or local need for this sill.

6. This approach is likely to be less complex, require
less state personnel and less state administrative
dosts than the. approved program system.

Funding Yearly or Depreciated
Equipment Costa

There are advantages and disadvantages of the two primary

alternatives for accounting for and reportf\ng equipmeht costs: the

fiscal year, oche -time charge for eauipment Costs and the depreciation

41110
schedule approach for spreading_equipment costs over several ye

----Yearly Charge Approach

Following are a few of the characteristicS and consequences of

implementing the yearly charge approach to accounting for and rePort-

'ing local equipment costs.

Initial equipment expenditures for new programs will
be high and maybe overly burdensome if local dis-
tricts must finance a large share ofthes expenditures.

2. State's share of equipment and programocosts should
b moderately stable except for inflation and/or unusual
local demand forgive; programs as a result of unantici-

VO
pated needs,. i.e., new technology,'expanding industrial
-base. The assumption is that unusual local demand and
need will be randomry distributed Over the years and
will not affect the total state share of costs Over the
long term) whether the yearly charge or depreciation
schedule approach is used.

.

3. The one-time costing approach will avoid the myriad
problems associated with keeping extensive records on
equipment, i.6., depreciation schedules, purchase costs,
repaira-and maintenance to equipmenteatitmating service
life of equipment and,judgments'an.obsolescence and

...
salvage valpe. .

, 1 4 -.,
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4. Local school distridts may op for the purchase of new

equipment more often t essary with'the knowledge

- that the state will' share fully or substantially in-
such7ioats. This assumes the absence of state(tiforced
standards regarding equipment 'purihases and replacement

schedules.

cost differenitals for local programs are based on
studies of a disproportionate number of' new programs,
the effect will be to overestimate the cost differential
beeause of high initial equipment costs. On the other

hand, studies of a disproportlohate number of established
programs, which already have incurred substantial equip--
meat coats, will tend to underestimate. cost differentials
if depreciation schedules for equipment are not, 0

(assuming a cross sectional study based on expend urea

for a single fiscal year).

Depreciation Siedule Approach

Depreciation is generally. defined 'as a 1Q68 in the value or

service life of-a-fixed asset because-of wear and tear through use,

elapse Of time, inadequacy or Obsolescence. Proponents suggest that

educational institutions ought--to.be using depreciation schedules to

properlY charge. equipiOnt ekpenditures to programs in order to obtain

the true cost of educational- programa and services. Present account-
1T.

ing methods in miost school districts include equipment expenditures

in the broad budget category of capital outlay, whichts considered

an indirect cost that is normally spread"over-all programs.' Pro-

ponents of depreeirtion nbheduIes argue that therearepany indi
-,''.

casts, includin& eovipment costs, which feasibly can be added dir tly
.

to'the costs of iaentifiable educational programs (includingivocational

-programs).

The General Infitittte of,Certified Public Accountants, in its

1974publicktion 'AuditsA LoCal and State Governmental Units,".

took action to suggest, that school systems include depreciation as
. .

I



a formal part)of t eir accounting structure.' This need arises in

'particular as a resul of depreciation being a part Of .redirect

costs for computing o erhead-charges for federal, state and private

contracts.
27

An Ernst and Ernst report-of a study of special educa-'

tion programs in Illinois suggested that depreciation be recorded
0!

on a memorandum basis,separate froM the general fund accounting,

but that wiNit calculating and reporting actual program costs, yeaily

depreciation costs for equipment should be added directly to the
N.*

costs of programs imwhich the'equipment is used.
28

Cohn also sug-

gested that depreciation charges be added to current educational

expenditures to reveal the' true costs of programs.
29

Federal Handbook II-Revised on accounting for state and local

school system expenditures suggested that the operating coat or the

'total cost, including direct costs, indirect costs and the use

cost of buildings and'equipment for all programs or activities, be.

maintained, not in the regular accounts, but in memorandulaftaccount-
U.'"

ing.
30

Memorandum accounting is a method by which auxiliary costs

are accounted for, not in the general fund ledger accOUnts,but

in separate records which show, for example, replacement value of

buildings, yearlydepreoiation charges for fixed assets and put-

chase price. This procedure can provide a method by which the cost

of using buildings and equipment may be allocated.to the operation
%

- of the local districts' activities. and programs. The Handbook

suggests that if depreciation costs are :to be calculated, a,schedule

'should be established fox depreciating each building and each piece

. or similar pieces of equipment. The Handbook's recommendOtion is

le
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that school districts use a straight-line basis of depreciatidn

over'the expected life of a fixed asset. There are additional

suggestions regarding the calcUlation of new'costs associated with

equipment exchange, a formula for extending the life of equipment

due to improvements and a sample form that can be used for recording

capital assets and depreciation schedules.
31

Following is an enumeration of the possible effects: and con-

sequences of using Or depreciation schedule approach for determin-

..

ing equipment costs of local programs:

1. If deprkiation schedules are established. according
Zo rigid business and accounting standards, it
will require that extensive local records be kept
on each piece or similar pieces of equipment, includ-

ing:

a. Estimated life in years and years remaining

b. Original cost

c. Depreciation for previous years

d. Balance of remaining depreciation

e. Depreciation charges for curr year,

2. The'time and expense necessary for lo 1 districts to
keep adequate depreciation schedules s ould be com-
pared to the benefits that accrue to lo districts

from the state program that reqUires such records.
Again, the results of a cost- benefit study would be
helpful in answering this question.

3. .Amortizing fixed assets or equipment costs over several

111

years.does not reduce the costs but spreads th costs

attributable to a program more evenly and accu ely

over the useful life of the equipment. The vat of

- depreciation schedules is in avoiding the vacillation '

in program costs (assuming equipment -costs are allocated
directly to programs on a yearly basis) assigned to
high or low capital expenditure years (e.g., in years
when initial, equipment costs of new programs are high).

It is necessary to use depreciation schedules to set
more accurately the prices of programs and services

1
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rendered and the cost differentials assigned to
these programs.

4. The establishment of equipment depreciation schedules
and cost differentials implies spreading state support
of local progams-and equipment expenditulres over several
years rather than supporting a one-time expenditure.

,School districts must pay for eqUipment wtien purchased,
'finance through a lease-purchase arrangement, pay
rental, charges or borrow money to purchase equipment.
The useof depreciation schedules with cost indices
does not'provide local districts with the necessary
cash to make new program purchases the'year money is
needed, An alternative arrangement would be to establish
A local reserve fund in which state funds would accumulate
to finance equipment purchases as needed: This approach
would imply the following:

a. Special state legislation to4establish a reserve
fund'and to assure that the fund is protected ands
earmarked for equipment purchases.

b. A\determination of the amount to be set aside in
the reserve fund.

c. If the reserve fund were tablished through a
separate state funding pro ran, it would not be
necessary to calculate equ ment deprediatiOn
coats as a part of cost differentials.

d. The decreased purchasing value of,the reserve fund
'due to inflation over time would have to be taken
into consideration.

S. If the State prefers to avoid extensive local record keep-
ing with respect' to equipment depieciation schedules and

/ apportionment of expenditures, yet retain the concept of
depreciating equipment costs, the' it must establish
the necessary equipmentdepreciat on schedule standards
for each program. This implies t e existence of the
following:

a. Standard depreciation schedul s for each piece or
similar pieces of equipment.

b. State approved equipment 'pu ases by program.

c. Life expectancy and usefuly r standards for
each piece or similar piece of equipment.

d. Provisions for altering thr depreciation schedule
because of excessive use.o unplanned obsolescence.

18
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Such a system would not-require setting standard costs.
Prices of equipment and sflvage value may.not be
determinable because of the effects of inflation and
regional price variations. Once the purchase has ben
made and the price known, the depreciation schedulti
would be operationalized.

6. The rate at which assets wear out and the amount of decline
in value that occurs in any one period is debatable, even
in industry. However, site school districts, unlike the
private sector, are neither accounting for profits and
losses nor filing income tax reports, the straight-line
method of depreciation, which spreads the cost cif equip-
meht over its useful lig, is the simplest and most
adequate method of deprediating equipment costs. The'"
formula for annual depreciation charges using the straigh
line-method is:

Annual Depreciation

Initial Salvage

Cost minus Cost

Estimated
Usefdl
ate

7.-The-depreciation schedul approach implies the use of

current prices'and cost ofsequipment and the frequent
adjustment of cost diffe tials related to flueppiting
annual costs and prices; otherwise, cost differentials
do not reflect current pricingrgatterns, and some pro-
grams.may have underestimated cost differentials due
to the inflation factor.

rc.N

8. Depreciation schedules areNnot maihtainedNin a govern-
mental unit's general fund aecount for theodrrent
Operation of the school systels.\ Annual depreciation
charges are not recorded as an expenditure but ass
program cost in the form of memorandum accounting. If

depreciation costs are.reported as a current expenditure,
the result is a form of double counting'of equip:Din;
purchase expenditures (capital outlay accounts) ane-
annual depreciation costs..

9.th either the yearly charge system or depreciation
.

.

schedule system, school districts must account for
,N

leased, rented, purchased, donated or,surplus equip-
. went. It is important to note that accounting for
rented, leased, and purchased_ equipment varies from

district to-district. In certain instances rented or
leased equipment is treated as a current operating

' expense, whereas, purchased' equipment is treated-as
capital outlay and is not usually counted as a cur-
rent operating expense. If cost differentials are.

19
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based only on current operating' expenses, thin it

weights heavily on the ide of programs where dis- 4

tricts rent or lease disproportionately large

share of equipment. I school distrtets know they

can inflate the cost d ffer Otte' by renting or

leasing equipment as opp d to purchasing equipment,

they may opt forthe former.

10. Procedures must exist for treating districts which

receive other sources of suppoit for equipmint.

Other monetary'support of equipment must be deducted

from the state subvention so the state is'not pay-

ing twice for the same equipment. Also, the price

of equipment purchased from surplus needi to be known

so the state is not reimbursing a district for a cost

it did not incdr.

11. If the depreciation approach'is used, consideration

needs to be given to the prior effort of local dis-

tricts which already have established programs. Dis-

tricts should not be penalized for their efforts in

previous years to institute programs which required

high tax burdens. .

Conclusions and Recomme'ndations
,

Conclusions and recommendations emanating from this piper should

be tempered with the reality that they are not based.on an empirical

investigation but the product of an analysis of existing literature

And the writer's judgments, 'regarding a problem and its alternative

solutions. Ongoing or future research may prove these judgments to.

be incorrect. If suchis the case, the writer will accede tothe
,

prevalent wisdom ofempirical research.

The reasons fOr non-support and the arguments' favoring state

support of capital 'outlay were discussed. Perhaps this is the

least difficult choice to make, as there appears to be some agreerient

and justification for the inclusion of capital outlay provisions in

state programs based on legal,,financial anAaquity

The magnitude of the support for local capital outlay expenditakes

20 1
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(including equipment):4s something each state must decide." It would

appear, however, difficult to meet the legal tests and satisfy equity

pripdtples with much lessthan full state funding or some -form of

Percentage equalizing or power equalizing type of grant.

The paper then proceeded to a discussion of the alternatives

of;;bising state--support on approved local programs or allowing an

open-ended program approach at the local level. The consequences

and benefits of these approaches are less lucid than other choices.

Balance between the two approaches would seem to be a desirable

A objective. Complete state control and dictation of,local program

standards is assuming the state has full knowledge regarding local

program needs and modes of operation. State financing of open-ended

loCal programs likely would invite more duplication of services and

inefficient programs than might be tolerable. At the risk of i`reat-

ing more state agencies,-it is suggested, that a limited number ol

standards must be' established and approved by a combination of local

and state officials. The less state administrative costs and can-

gumption of local,officies' time in operationalizing a funding pro-

gram, while concurrently setting and maintaining * reasonable set

of program standards, the better.

Resolving the prablem of whether'to base state support of

equiPment expehditures on one-time charge, or yearly depreCiation .

-charges is even more difficult. The prguments.against.forcing

local_ istricta to record, calculate and accbunt for depreciation

the-necessity of .

charges' would

of depreciation

of equipment would seem to be paramount" However,

accurately costing programs and feportIng overhead

4seem to necessitate thq establishment of some form

4
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schedule. From the'perspective of the local school district, one

Must look at the benefits that will accrue as a result of any state.

01(
support system. It is this writer's opinion and I thidic, a percep-

tion that most local authorities have, that ihe.benefits derived

froM a state program which requires local accounting of depreciation

charges will not be as great as the costs and time involved.

The Alternatives - Rank Ordered

1. The full or nearly full state funding of state approited
equipment Aexpenditures is supported in this paper. The

. r hdom distribution of new protracts and initial equip-
me costs over the years should not cause the total
s ate dollars necessary to support this program to vary
substantially from' year to year, except for inflation,
unplanned obsolescence, or new technology. The state
financing of local equipmentexpenditures as needed
and approved by the state would seem to solim the local
finance problem of high equipment colt years and meet ,

locat vocational prograM needtrat the same time; State.
administrative structures.and/cOsts should be no more
prohibitive than any, of the other alternatives sug-
gested, except fin a completely open-ended system of
local program establishment, The Maryland experience
should provide states with sit east one model of how
this program Wbuldoperate.,

2. Assuming a separate state program of funding local
capital outlay and equipmenticosts is'not preferred
nor politically or economically feasible, then the

.second ranked altet%ative is a separate state program
based on state established depreciation ehhedulesrfor
equipment: This approach would charge equipment
depreciation costs against specific programs, or.
categories of vocational programs based on statewide

. /
studies, of vocational programa. Research uthdas a
basis of establishing cost differentials for equipment
should be comprehensive statewide analyses of pro-

,. traits and longitudinal recordi,of equipment costs,
purchases, and life expectancies. The rationale for
a separate cost differential or cost index for
equipment is based on the necessity of establishing a
separate local fund, supported by state end'local dol
remand used exclusively for approved equipment
expenditures. 'If the state does notlinpport single-
year expenditures for equipment, then it Must allow

22
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state aid dollars for capital.olitlay to accumulate
and be used as needed, otherwise, the local district
may have a fluctuating local tax burden associated
with the fluctuation in eqoipmenp expenditdres..

3. The third alternative is only a alight.variation from,
the preceding proposal. The same research procedures
would be used to establish,equIpment costdifferentials,

s° but instead of creating a-separate aid program, the
cost differentials for equipment or vocational programs,
would be included in the geperat State support program
And treated like all other lotal programs. State dollars
for the support of equipment would be lost in the mix of
general state eupport-dollarsAnd total districts would
not be required to establish a separate reserve fund
used exclusively for equipment purchases.

-4. The.fourth alternative suggested for aiding local equip-
1 iment expenditures is one that was. argued against earlier;

the establishbent of local depreciation schedules based
on state guidelilnes. The state could either finance
yearly depreciation charges through separate program- ,

-ming or incorporate the depreciation charges into the
cost differentiali of general support 'programs.

1.

Theianking of these alternatives is open'to'debate among

,school finance 'scholars. there are obviously, permutations of the

aboVe which were not discussed in detail, but it is believed the

major alternatives were presented. One of-the primary purposes

of state support programs is the identification of variableyro-
.

gram and student needs at the local level and then assuring,

through some foim of state subVention, that these needs fie met,

withodt>cadsing high tax burdens that result frosi local wealth

disparities. The alternative ittpported in this piper of a

separate state program for the full funding of approved equip-

ment expenditures would-seem to meet the above criteria. The

-use of cost'differentials and spreading state reimbursement for

equipment costs over several years will meet local needs, but not-

as well. Still, with the.known problems of cost diff rentialk;

23 .
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their ust is much preferred and obviously an advantage over a

. /

total disregard of differential needs and costs of local programs.

4

a
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